PAVING RESTORATION
DAY 1 OF 4
8/31/2021

Roadways will be closed in the Quad Loop for the restoration of paving previously disturbed by the installation of hot water pipes.

**DAY 1: 8/31/2021 6AM - 6PM**
- Surface preparation at Bioletti Way, Hutchison/Cal Ave Intersection

**DAY 2: 9/1/2021 6AM - 6PM**
- Paving at Bioletti Way, Hutchison/Cal Ave Intersection
- Surface preparation at Cal Ave, Kerr Hall Parking, Young Hall, North Hall

**DAY 3: 9/2/2021 6AM - 6PM**
- Paving at Cal Ave, Kerr Hall Parking, Young Hall, North Hall
- Surface preparation at N. Quad, W. Quad
- Pipeline installation at Hutchison Drive at Shields Library will be closed for pipe installation.

**DAY 4: 9/3/2021 6AM - 6PM**
- Paving at N. Quad, W. Quad
- Pipeline installation at Hutchison Drive at Shields Library will be closed for pipe installation.

**FIRE DEPARTMENT REQUIREMENT**
Areas identified in plan *** must remain unobstructed for Fire Department access during Bioletti Way closure.
ROAD CLOSED TO THROUGH TRAFFIC

**PAVING LEGEND**
- Surface preparation/grinding/milling
- Asphalt paving

**PAVING RESTORATION**
Roadways will be closed in the Quad Loop for the restoration of paving previously disturbed by the installation of hot water pipes.

**DAY 1:** 8/31/2021 6AM - 6PM
Surface preparation at Bioletti Way, Hutchison/Cal Ave Intersection

**DAY 2:** 9/1/2021 6AM - 6PM
Paving at Bioletti Way, Hutchison/Cal Ave Intersection
Surface preparation at Cal Ave, Kerr Hall Parking, Young Hall, North Hall

**DAY 3:** 9/2/2021 6AM - 6PM
Paving at Cal Ave, Kerr Hall Parking, Young Hall, North Hall
Surface preparation at N. Quad, W. Quad
Pipeline installation - Hutchison Drive at Shields Library will be closed for pipe installation.

**DAY 4:** 9/3/2021 6AM - 6PM
Paving at N. Quad, W. Quad
Pipeline installation - Hutchison Drive at Shields Library will be closed for pipe installation.

**TRAFFIC CONTROL**
- HEATING HOT WATER
- BAINER HALL / ESDC CONSTRUCTION

**LEGEND:**
- ROAD CLOSURE
- WORK ZONE
- DETOUR SIGN
- FIRE HYDRANT
- VEHICLE OR BIKE DETOUR ROUTE
- BIKE DETOUR ROUTE

If there are any questions regarding this notification, contact Design and Construction Management (DCM) at (530) 754-1111 or the Project Manager via email: Dan Goldie (Heating Hot Water) dgoldie@ucdavis.edu; Aaron Lester (Bainer Hall Construction) ajester@ucdavis.edu

**FIRE DEPARTMENT REQUIREMENT**
AREAS IDENTIFIED IN PLAN *** MUST REMAIN UNOBSTRUCTED FOR FIRE DEPARTMENT ACCESS DURING BIOLETTI WAY CLOSURE

**ENGINEERING BIKE PATH**
The portion of Engineering Bike path east of Hetliron Staff Learning Center to the intersection north of Kemper Hall will be closed to all traffic for the reconnection of underground utilities and reconstruction of the path. Pedestrian traffic will be re-routed to the sidewalk to the north, and south through the chemistry quad. Bicycle traffic will be re-routed south through chemistry quad to Bainer Hall Drive. Path closure is expected to be from August 1st through October 31st 2021.

**BAINER HALL / ESDC CONSTRUCTION**

**HEATING HOT WATER PROJECT**

**PAVING RESTORATION**

**PATHWAY PAVING RESTORATION**

**PAVING RESTORATION**

**PAVING RESTORATION**

**PAVING RESTORATION**
Roadways will be closed in the Quad Loop for the restoration of paving previously disturbed by the installation of hot water pipes.

**BAINER HALL / ESDC CONSTRUCTION**

Engineering Bike Path

The portion of Engineering Bike path east of Heironim Staff Learning Center to the intersection north of Kemper Hall will be closed to all traffic for the relocation of underground utilities and reconstruction of the path. Pedestrian traffic will be re-routed to the sidewalk to the north, and south through the chemistry quad. Bicycle traffic will be re-routed south through chemistry quad to Bamer Hall Drive. Path closure is expected to be from August 1st through October 31st 2021.

**HEATING HOT WATER PROJECT**

**PAVING RESTORATION**

Day 1: 8/31/2021 6AM - 6PM
Surface preparation at Bioletti Way, Hutchison/Cal Ave Intersection

Day 2: 9/1/2021 6AM - 6PM
Paving at Bioletti Way, Hutchison/Cal Ave Intersection
Surface preparation at Cal Ave, Kerr Hall Parking, Young Hall, North Hall

Day 3: 9/2/2021 6AM - 6PM
Paving at Cal Ave, Kerr Hall Parking, Young Hall, North Hall
Surface preparation at N. Quad, W. Quad
Pipeline installation - Hutchison Drive at Shields Library will be closed for pipe installation.

Day 4: 9/3/2021 6AM - 6PM
Paving at N. Quad, W. Quad
Pipeline installation - Hutchison Drive at Shields Library will be closed for pipe installation.

**TRAFFIC CONTROL**

**COMBINED MAP FOR PROJECTS:**
- HEATING HOT WATER
- BAINER HALL / ESDC CONSTRUCTION

**LEGEND:**
- Road Closure
- Work Zone
- Detour Sign
- Fire Hydrant
- Vehicle or Bike Detour Route
- Bike Only Detour Route

If there are any questions regarding this notification, contact Design and Construction Management (DCM) at (530) 754-1111 or the Project Manager via email:
- Dan Goldie (Heating Hot Water)
dgolde@ucdavis.edu
- Aaron Laster (Bamer Hall Construction)
alerst@ucdavis.edu

**PAVING LEGEND**
- Surface preparation/grinding/milling
- Asphalt paving

**FIRE DEPARTMENT REQUIREMENT**

Areas identified in plan *** MUST REMAIN UNOBSTRUCTED FOR FIRE DEPARTMENT ACCESS DURING BIOLETTI WAY CLOSURE

*** FIRE DEPARTMENT REQUIREMENT

Areas identified in plan *** MUST REMAIN UNOBSTRUCTED FOR FIRE DEPARTMENT ACCESS DURING BIOLETTI WAY CLOSURE
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PAVING RESTORATION
ROAD CLOSED TO THROUGH TRAFFIC
ROAD CLOSED
ROAD CLOSED
ROAD CLOSED
PAVING RESTORATION
DAY 4 OF 4
9/3/2021

PAVING LEGEND
Surface preparation/grinding/milling
Asphalt paving

PAVING RESTORATION
Roadways will be closed in the Quad Loop for the restoration of paving previously disturbed by the installation of hot water pipes.

DAY 1: 8/31/2021 6AM - 6PM
Surface preparation at Bioletti Way, Hutchison/Cal Ave Intersection

DAY 2: 9/1/2021 6AM - 6PM
Paving at Bioletti Way, Hutchison/Cal Ave Intersection
Surface preparation at Cal Ave, Kerr Hall Parking, Young Hall, North Hall

DAY 3: 9/2/2021 6AM - 6PM
Paving at Cal Ave, Kerr Hall Parking, Young Hall, North Hall
Surface preparation at N. Quad, W. Quad
Pipeline installation - Hutchison Drive at Shields Library will be closed for pipe installation.

DAY 4: 9/3/2021 6AM - 6PM
Paving at N. Quad, W. Quad
Pipeline installation - Hutchison Drive at Shields Library will be closed for pipe installation.

BAINER HALL / ESDC CONSTRUCTION
Engineering Bike Path
The portion of Engineering Bike path east of Hetzman Staff Learning Center to the intersection north of Kemper Hall will be closed to all traffic for the relocation of underground utilities and reconstruction of the path. Pedestrian traffic will be re-routed to the sidewalk to the north, and south through the chemistry quad. Bicycle traffic will be re-routed south through chemistry quad to Bainer Hall Drive. Path closure is expected to be from August 1st through October 31st, 2021.

HEATING HOT WATER PROJECT
PAVING RESTORATION
Roadways will be closed in the Quad Loop for the restoration of paving previously disturbed by the installation of hot water pipes.

DAY 1: 8/31/2021 6AM - 6PM
Surface preparation at Bioletti Way, Hutchison/Cal Ave Intersection

DAY 2: 9/1/2021 6AM - 6PM
Paving at Bioletti Way, Hutchison/Cal Ave Intersection
Surface preparation at Cal Ave, Kerr Hall Parking, Young Hall, North Hall

DAY 3: 9/2/2021 6AM - 6PM
Paving at Cal Ave, Kerr Hall Parking, Young Hall, North Hall
Surface preparation at N. Quad, W. Quad
Pipeline installation - Hutchison Drive at Shields Library will be closed for pipe installation.

DAY 4: 9/3/2021 6AM - 6PM
Paving at N. Quad, W. Quad
Pipeline installation - Hutchison Drive at Shields Library will be closed for pipe installation.

TRAFFIC CONTROL
COMBINED MAP FOR PROJECTS:
- HEATING HOT WATER
- BAINER HALL / ESDC CONSTRUCTION

LEGEND:
ROAD CLOSURE
WORK ZONE
DETOUR SIGN
FIRE HYDRANT
VEHICLE OR BIKE DETOUR ROUTE
BIKE ONLY DETOUR ROUTE

If there are any questions regarding this notification, contact Design and Construction Management (DCM) at (530) 754-1111 or the Project Manager via email:
Dan Golde (Heating Hot Water) dngolde@ucdavis.edu
Aaron Lester (Bainer Hall Construction) ajester@ucdavis.edu